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On our cover:
Several of the horses from around the world!
You will be meeting these horses in this issue.
Sit back and enjoy!!

Our lovely covers are designed
courtesy of Jennifer Klitzke.
Please visit her blog:
www.NaturallyGaited.com for
stories, videos, and information
about training your gaited horse
using dressage and natural
humane training methods.
Thank you, Jennifer!!

IHWHA memberships for Family
and Individuals go from January 1
to December 31 each year.
Enclosed in this newsletter is a
membership application.
Come on join us! We are a sound
horse organization and the only
registry that requires gait
certification and our fees are very
low compared to other registries.

Heritage Horses From Around The
World
We were somewhat hesitant to try an
international issue of Highlights, not knowing if
there would be response. We were pleasantly
surprised by the response we received! Thank
you to everyone who sent in photos and
information about your horses!

March/April will be our Stallion issue so
breeders, if you have a Heritage certified stallion,
in any of our levels, and would like him featured,
send photos, a bit about him, registered name
and number. These materials should be to me by
March 23, 2019.

ALBERTA, CANADA
From Marjorie Lacy, Uphill Farm
Edson, Alberta

From Brenda & Stephen Woodall
Linden, Alberta

Velvet’s Summer Chance
2002 [CAN] 2831
(Darkie’s Last Chance x Summer Velvet
CDN)
Used as a trail mare for many years and is now
retired to broodmare status. She produces lovely
foals! Her Heritage registration is applied for.
Northfork She’za Legacy
IHWHA 2008-HC-379-FH
(Walkien Jesse Skywalker x Summer Penny)
Legacy is used as a broodmare, producing
exceptional foals

Northfork Micki’s Mystery
2014[CAN] 3836
(Northfork Top Traveller x Neitak’s Golden
Stardust)
Micki is used as a combination trail and
broodmare. She is broke to ride and drive and
has an exceptional temperament. We have
applied for IHWHA registration for her.

FF-16 He'za Cruzin Legacy
2018 [CAN] 3970
(Northfork Patch of Gold x Northfork She’za
Legacy)
Cruzin has a future career as a breeding stallion
or trail partner

From Lesa Luchak, Maple Lane Acres
Two Hills, Alberta

FF-16 Jack’s Summer Shadow
2018[CAN] 3971
(Northfork Top Traveller x Velvet’s Summer
Chance)
This colt has a future career in any discipline
requiring an adventurous spirit!

Eb’s Belle De Liberte, aka, Grace
2004 [CAN] 3579
(Ebony’s Director x Double Play’s Heiress)

Used extensively as a mountain trail horse, broke
to drive, proven brood mare, and all-around
exceptional riding partner. (Not Heritage
eligible)

LL Chance’s Red Rascal
Foaled in October of 2014, LL CHANCE’S RED
RASCAL is by Darkie’s Last Chance out of
Moonlit Laughter by Red Bud’s Rascal.
Registered TWHBEA #21401915, CRTWH
#2014-3909, & now International Heritage
Walking Horse Association #1014-HC-378FH.
Known as Jack, his trainer, Jesseca Johnson,
wrote this on her blog about him after his first
month in training with her. "Jack is easy to
handle, relaxed and very confident. He soared
through his first 30 days training like a pro.
When he moves into a flat walk, his ears start
flopping as his head shake increases dramatically
in time with his gait. He meets me at the gate
every day for his grooming and exercise. With
his good bone and confident demeanor, he’s the
kind of horse we’d like to ride long distance."
Jack’s first foal will be 2 years old this April,
and we look forward to seeing what he puts on
the ground this summer. Will be standing at
STUD in 2019 at Maple Lane Acres, Two Hills,
ab. Can find more information on Facebook
Tennessee Walking Horses of Maple Lane
Acres. Contact Lesa Luchak with questions & to
book 780-768-2014, lgluchak@hotmail.com

From Fran Kerik, Chrystal Star
Ranch, Two Hills, Alberta

CSR Mornin’s Belle
2006[CAN] 3321
(Allen’s Midnight Rascal x Top O’ The
Mornin’)

We participated in the Canadian Event
September 2018. We also tried our hand at trail
obstacle. She has been camping with me in the
mountains and I’ve raised a couple of nice foals
from her. Her IHWHA registration has been
applied for.

Allen’s Midnight Rascal
IHWHA 1998-HC-278-FH
(Mark’s Midnight Allen x Merry Go Boys
Black Angel)

CSR Blaise of Glory
2008 [CAN] 3450
(Allen’s Midnight Rascal x Mornin’s Glory)
Blaise is my second main riding horse. She has
had one foal for us. She has completed her Trail
Level 1,2 and 3 plus basic skills in the Canadian
Program of Excellence. I’ve used her to pony
colts, trail obstacle, dressage, and endurance.
Blaise’s Heritage registration has been applied
for.

I had

bought my first mare and we had made the
move up to the family farm. I received a phone
call from a gentleman stating that he heard I was
looking for a little stallion. I told him not for a
few more years yet! But he insisted that I come
and see his little colt as he was just too nice to
geld. I brought Rascal home when he was 4
months old and he has been with me ever since.
WE have had so many adventures together.
We’ve done demo’s, parades, clinics, many,
many trail rides. He was my first pick for
moving cattle and showing people new to the
breed just what a TWH is. We have worked on
The Canadian registry programs, completing
Trail 1,2 and 3. Basic skills, and horsemanship
1. Now almost 21, Rascal is enjoying his
retirement years with warm mash and a
pampered life. Rascal has given us many babies,
four of which I still have.
Rascal’s papers look like a who’s who of
heritage horses. I hope his line continues for
many generations.

Fran & Rascal in a parade

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
From Bill Roy
Woodhill Walkers
Falkland, BC

From Roberta Brebner
Tsuniah Walkers
Williams Lake, BC

NFF Society’s Sir Lancelot
2012-HC-188-FH
(Society’s Duke Allen x Scarlet Star Wilson)
Lancelot, we call him Stretch now, is a big
gelding used as a dude horse at Tsuniah Lake
Lodge. Pictured above with Amelie Worch on
board.
Lancelot is one of our cover picture horses.

NFF Society King’s Opus
2007-HC-133-FH
(NFF Wilson’s Society King x Rascal’s
Favorite Lady)
Opie is one of the herd sires at Tsuniah Walkers.
He passes on his good disposition and gait to his
foals. Opie puts a pretty head on his foals.

Tsuniah Red Wilsson’s Echo
IHWHA 2012-HC-268-FH
(Society’s Duke Allen x Red Rock
Evangelista)
Rhett is the second herd sire at Tsuniah Walkers.
He’s a big horse with a big heart. He got his
initial training at Bates Gaited Horses in Idaho
and we continued to work with him when he
returned home. Rhett is also TWHBEA
registered.

Bullet’s Elusive Angel
IHWHA 2001-HC-135-FH
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Red Bud’s Angel)
NFF Iced to the Max
IHWHA 2008-HC-175-FH
(NFF Wilson’s Iceman x Superman’s
Blossom)
NFF Wilson’s MayFlower
IHWHA 2002-HC-132-FH
(Echo’s Star Gray Wilson x Krispy Cream)

Three Heritage horses enjoying their job as dude
mounts for guests at Tsuniah Lake Lodge.

Rambler’s Southern Belle
IHWHA 2002-HC-136-FH
(Red Bud’s Rambling Slim x Sterling In My
Pocket)
Belle has raised foals for us and is also a dude
string mare at the Lodge.

Another photo of Bullet’s Elusive Angel and
NFF Wilson’s MayFlower working. “Elly”
has turned out to be a horse we can count on
to do a good job. She seems to like people and
they like her, what more can we ask!

Elly is a good mom, too. She’s pictured here
in 2011 with her Society’s Duke Allen colt and
Melanie Wojtek from Germany on board.

NFF Wilson’s Royal Affair
IHWHA 2005-143-FH
(Echo’s Star Gray Wilson x Red Rock
Evangelista)
Royal is pictured above with her former owner at
Custer Peak, South Dakota. Since arriving at
Tsuniah Walkers, Royal has been used as a dude
string mount for our Lodge guests.

SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA
From Nicole Jamieson-Jackson
Miry Creek Ranch
Cabri, Saskatchewan

NFF Society’s Aristocrat, aka, Crafty
IHWHA 2011-HC-162-FH
(Society’s Duke Allen x Scarlet Star Wilson)

Left is Miry Creeks Society Myrtle with her
sire, Crafty

Crafty is now a gelding but not until we had a
few foals from him. Crafty is broke to ride but
mainly I save him for the sleigh and cat. Nicole
says, “Crafty has become my dream driving
horse.”

Crafty is one of the horses featured on our cover

Crafty and Myrtle, of course, being nosy
while we make camp fire coffee

Miry Creeks Kodiak Echo working cattle
Miry Creeks Society Myrtle
2016 [CAN] 3945
(NFF Society’s Aristocrat x Kodiak’s Miss
Snip)

This mare is one of the featured horses on our
cover

Myrtle is pictured above as a two-year-old. She
now belongs to Marjorie Lacy, Edson, Alberta.

NFF A Society Tempest
IHWHA 2011-HC-163-FH
(Society’s Duke Allen x Storm’s Maude)

Miry Creeks Kodiak Echo
2014 [CAN] 3948
(NFF Society’s Aristocrat x Kodiak’s Miss
Snip)
She is a full sister to Myrtle pictured above. I
broke her out and she is coming along nicely!
Yes, she is a Williams King descendant. She will
be used for trail and cattle work.

So, I use Tempest for literally everything. Cow
work. Trail rides. Cutting out cows etc. Nicole
saysm “I don’t consider myself a trainer but she
was so easy. I started realizing that every time I
rode her, I smiled the whole time. She has
become the best horse I’ve ever owned and she
could put on a clinic cutting out cows. I even
impressed my Dad with her (no easy feat!)

FRANCE
From Dora Flament
Delight Walkers
La Plume, France
Translated from Cheval Pratique, November
2019, Reprinted with permission

Gers lands. It is not far from the village of
Laplume in the municipality of Saint-Vincentde-Lamontjoie, dora Flament and his companion
Remi Pabis live with their exotic horses,
Tennessee walking horses (TWH) imported from
the United States. Delight Walker’s breeding
program consists of two mares, a stallion and
two home babies of 5 years and 18 months. “Our
horses live together all year round because we do
not have stalls. The stallion is always with his
mares and everything is going very well, "says
Dora, the instigator of the arrival of these horses
in the south-east of France.
Born in Martinique, she began to ride a pony at
the age of 8 years in the Toulouse region where
her parents put their luggage on returning from
the Antilles. "I hassled them to ride and have a
horse that I ended up getting at 14. A French
saddle horse crossed with purebred Arab who
still lives at their place. I did a little show
jumping with." Then, as for many young
passionate people, riding became a bit more
distanced, when studies became more important
in her schedule. She entered the engineering
school of Purpan in Toulouse, where she took
the path of agriculture and especially that of
animal production and nutrition, which she then
pursued at the University of Wageningen in the
Netherlands. An area in which she still works,
now specializing in ruminant products for a large
farming cooperative group. "But there is also
Destrier and Royal Horse in the company ....",
she says with a smile.

Dora and Remi with “Mikey”

Pretty horses with a funny looking gait from the
United States give a southwest air to a few acres
of pasture not far from Agen. It is here that Dora
Flament decided in 2012 to import Tennessee
walking horses, horses that are not well known
in France and too often associated with the
barbaric image of the American shows. But Dora
chose to practice a healthy breeding method with
the Heritage label.
Hundreds of sunflowers with crimson heads
await the arrival of the harvesters, the good
weather passes the summer sun of Lot-etGaronne ends for them. The landscape stretches
in slight hilly area south of Agen towards the

In 2010, as part of her studies, Dora Flament was
required to complete a three-month internship
abroad. She points to Kentucky on a map of the
world where that year the world equestrian
games are held in Lexington. The student is
looking for an establishment likely to welcome
her in this state famous for its rich bluegrass
meadows where graze a number of thoroughbred
racing and Saddlebreds (another breed of gaited
horses).
A Tennessee Names Desire
"I had found a farm, but at the last moment it
could not take me. He told me of one of his
confreres, Slush Creek Walkers, in Montana,
who raised cattle and horses." Dora changes

course then and heats toward the northwest of
the United States to hang her backpack at Mark
and Shellie Pacovsky’s. "There were about sixty
black angus cows and a dozen Tennessee
walking horse mares on 1000 hectares of land, so
that's how I became acquainted with this breed of
horses." Slush Creek Walkers is a breeder of
TWH preserving the old origins of working
horses. Breeders still move their herds by saddle
horses a few years ago. "Then over time quads
have replaced horses because topographically it
is feasible. The breeding farm is located in the
north east part of Montana. Shellie is passionate
about the TWH and she rides them with Mark in
western style, no big lick here! "

(see below) that foals are sold at weaning! "
What seduces Dora is the mind of the TWH: "I
have discovered over there that a horse could
love contact with humans. I had my French
saddle horses which sometimes made me run an
hour before I could catch him in the field. I did
not succeed in establishing a real relationship
with him even if he was pleasant to ride. When I
arrived in Montana, the horses were living on
hundreds of hectares of prairie and when we
arrived in the pick-up they all rushed towards us
to be caressed. It is a medium-sized horse, 1.55m
in height, but whose conformation remains
elegant; he does not look like a pony. "
The young student is under the spell. She who
had a horse breeding project in France without
having found a breed that attracted her enough
would come home with a single idea in mind
"Bringing TWH, I did not see myself raising
anything else.”

Heritage Gaits
The TWH distinguishes itself by unusual gaits,
notably the running walk, which has won over
our Lot-et-Garron breeder. "For an uninformed
eye one might think that the running walk is an
amble but it is not it! It is an accelerated step at
four beats. It took a year at least of watching
TWH for me to really appreciate this gait. It's
true that it's pretty confusing, but so comfortable!
"Some horses develop the running walk more
naturally than others, that will be able to work
more with exercises."
SCW Penelope Candace, aka, Penny
IHWHA 2008-HC-111-FH
(Slush Creek’s Jubal S x Dakota Gumdrop)
The cows and their calves live their lives on
pasture, so Dora will essentially spend most of
her time caring for horses, foals to handle, up to
3 years old, and discovering all the riches of the
TWH. "The breeding functionally rotating all the
mares which did not give birth to a foal each
year. Thus, there were no more than five to six
newborns, but the overall herd was about thirty
horses of different generations. Today, the
Tennessee Walker knows such a popularity in
the United States thanks to the Heritage label

The herd of Tennessee walking horses in Europe
is evaluated at about a thousand horses, mainly
present in Germany, Belgium, and the
Netherlands. In France the reputation of the
TWH, as of the Saddlebred (another horse with
remarkable gaits), is tainted by the cruel images
of big lick exhibitions. "When we talk about it
it's only through that, and even in the United
States, where there is the largest number of
TWH, only 5% of the horses are used for these
big-lick competitions," she says. The rest are
used under saddle as a working mount, or for
leisure riding and it is often a family horse. The
communication around the TWH concentrates
these exhibition shows that brew a lot of money.

They select totally artificial big lick lines with
the shoes on the soles, chains on pasterns." All
these excesses appeared gradually after the end
of the second World War. These horses were less
and less used in large plantations (especially
cotton) so breeders and riders organized gait
competitions. Initially it was a question of
preserving the naturalness of these gaits then as
and when they sought to exaggerate them with
artificial means, and that frankly degenerated in
the seventies. "We then began to see horses
appear with this extraordinary look, knees that
go higher and higher and the head in the stars. It
is no longer running walk but an exaggerated
amble."
In the United States since 2003, the International
Heritage Walking Horse Association (IHWHA)
supports the original lines of horses with natural
gaits and those used in this sense and not in big
lick. Dora Flament's horses have received this
Heritage label because none of their ancestors
belong to the big lick exhibition lines. "The studbook of the TWH breed was created in 1935.
Our horses are of course registered and our foals
too. In France, as the breed is not recognized,
they have recognized Origin (OC) papers. We
also certify our horses by the IHWHA. The
association verifies that in the lines of the horse
has not participated in a big lick contest
otherwise it is excluded. The horse must also be
able to make a natural running walk and of
quality, for that it is necessary to record a video
and submit to them." Conformation-wise the
TWH for the big lick shows are different from a
horse labeled Heritage, showing a much thinner
model and a very high head carriage while the
original Tennessee Walking Horse has more
frame, bigger bone structure and less
exaggerated gaits.

birth several months later to Delight's French
Glory aged 5 years today.

Delights French Glory
IHWHA 2013-HC-264-FH
(Delight’s Midnight Legend x SCW Penelope
Candace)
Then Belgium's Pleasure's Society Queen (Abby)
will arrive and finally the band's boy, The Little
Red Rascal (aka Mikey). He is 11 years old
today, foaled in Tennessee but early on joined
the Slush Creek breeding in Montana. The sweet
bay with sweet disposition is the first TWH
stallion to breed on French soil with Holy Blue
Montana DW, 18 months, second daughter of
Penelope."

Delice South-Quest
After completing her studies Dora Flament,
moved with her companion Remi, who had
followed a course in plant production
engineering, on his family's property (110
hectares of cereals). In September 2012 Dora
imports from the Montana breeding ranch her
first mare, SCW Penelope Candice (called
Penny), a chestnut ranch sabino model that gives

The Little Red Rascal, aka Mikey
2007-HC-141-FH
(Bud’s Sterling Bullet x Red Bud’s Last
Dreamer)

Holy Blue Montana DW
(The Little Red Rascal x SCW Penelope
Candace)

Pleasure’s Society Queen, aka Abby
IHWHA 2011-HC-263-FH
(NFF Wilson’s Society King x Echo’s Lady
Bug Allen)

“We only have one foal a year and unfortunately
this year Pleasure has aborted". The hazards of
breeding do not destroy the passion of Dora and
Remi who wish to promote in France "a horse
with calm mind, very comfortable and which is
an ideal mount for leisure, strolling the trails or
western mountain trail, pleasure riding. "

ISRAEL
Ron Paska
Tennessee Heritage Ranch
Netanya, Israel

The barn

The Tennessee Heritage Farm is a unique farm in
the Tennessee Walking Horse breed. The farm
was established about 10 years ago at the Grand
Netter in the Sharon region, when the idea was to
establish a habitat in Israel for the Tennessee
Heritage Horses. The origin of these unique
horses is ancient and rare blood lines preserved
in the private farms of American farmers who
have been raising the Heritage Walkers of
Tennessee for more than a century. The
Tennessee Heritage Horses are characterized by
athleticism, strength and endurance, comfort,
stability and strength combined with a calm and
pleasant character, and a particularly noble and
representative look. The horses on the farm are
comfortable and highly intelligent,
demonstrating great willingness and dedication
to ride safely and safely in all the rhythms in
which the horse moves.

The farm is spread out over 30 dunams, which is
almost 7.5 acres, and is managed by a skilled and
carefully selected team with experience in
raising and training hundreds of horses. In
addition, the farm personnel are skilled in the
exact match of the horse that is most suitable for
the needs of the rider, and that the match
between them will be perfect. The horses are
born, grown, groomed and cared for in the farm
for three intensive years that require maximum
investment in daily care and training,
vaccinations and optimal conditions for raising
the horse as a pet that has confidence in a person
rather than a herd animal.
Now, let’s meet our Heritage Walking Horses!

Thunder of Smokey
IHWHA 2009-HC-275-FH
(Sun’s Smokey Midnight x Society’s Miss
Dolly)
Thunder came to Israel in 2017. He is very good
to ride and trail rides well with other horses.

Thunder riding in a sheep pasture

Thunder’s first foal born in Israel!!

Ron and Thunder on a trail ride with friends.
This horse is featured on the cover of this issue
of Highlights

Bud Sterling Beauty
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Dement Ballerina
Patti)
One of the stallions on the farm, Bud Sterling
Beauty. He is 100% Heritage bloodlines.

Society’s Jeremiah Wilson
IHWHA 2016-HC-285-FH
(Society’s Duke Allen x Carbonado’s Nancy
Bee)
Jeremiah, aka, J, came to Israel in the fall of
2016. He will be bred to several mares in 2019.

Ostella’s Park Taylor
IHWHA 2012-HC-190-FH
(Society’s Lee Allen x Ostella’s Diamond
Crystal)
Born in 2012, Park Taylor is one of the junior
sires.

Carbonado’s Nancy Bee
IHWHA 2009-HC-214-FH
(NFF Echo’s Blue Moon x Society’s Merridee)
Bee came to Israel with her son, Jeremiah, in the
fall of 2016.

Ostella’s Diamond Crystal
IHWHA 2005-HC-106-FH
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Mark’s Diamond)
Crystal was Leon Oliver’s personal riding mare.
They put on a lot of miles on the trails at Circle
E.

Ostella’s Diamond Ann
IHWHA 2004-HC-108-FH
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Mark’s Diamond)
Ann is a full sister to Crystal, pictured above

Ostella’s Diamond Ann on the trail

Ostella’s Crystal Gail
IHWHA 2013-HC-258-FH
(Society’s Lee Allen x Ostella’s Diamond
Crystal)
Look at this lovely lady! She is a full sister to
Ostella’s Park Taylor.

Bullet’s Red Angel
IHWHA 2009-HC-193-FH
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Red Bud’s Last
Dreamer)

Ostella’s Rosie Allen
IHWHA 2009-HC-192-FH
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Ostella Reese’s Red
Rose)

My Fuzzy Valentine, aka, Peach
Peach is eligible for IHWHA Level 2B
(Buds Sterling Bullet x Ostella Valentine
Brookie)

F Rosie Girl
2017 Filly eligible for IHWHA Level 1
(Buds Sterling Beauty x Slim’s Rambling
Rose)

Slim’s Spring Twister PVF
IHWHA 2011-HC-203-FH
(Red Bud’s Rambling Slim x Bud’s Spring
Serenade)
RP Red Bug
IHWHA Eligible Level 1
(Tennessee Goldust x Bullet’s Red Angel)
This 2014 mare was born and raised at
Tennessee Heritage Ranch.

Slim’s Rambling Rose
Heritage Eligible Level 1
(Red Bud’s Rambling Slim x Ostella’s Rosie
Allen)

From Mike Davis,
Wabasha, Minnesota
The Stork Report
“I’ll bet the readers of Highlights would like to
see these!”

Congratualtions to Marjorie Lacy,
Uphill Farm, Alberta, Canada!!!!

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/equus-story-of-thehorse-episode-1-origins/17063/
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/equus-story-of-thehorse-episode-2-chasing-the-wind/17108/

Palomino colt (Uphill Heir Trigger x Walkien
Starlite Gem). Born January 12, 2019.
Karla Hansen with colt in the photos

THE SALE BARN

Pleasure Gaits Walking Horse Farm, Hechtel, Belgium is offering this Heritage
Certified mare for sale!!!! Contact Sandra at info@pleasuregaits.com for more
information:

Readers Write
“Thanks! I look forward to getting this
magazine. Wow this sure has some great pictures
and articles. You guys really do a great job
putting this together” “Duke” Schultz, Winona,
Minnesota
“Boy, Mike Davis always comes thru with the
excitement when he loads up his horses and goes
west. The part about the horses getting loose in
Omaha had a happy ending, at least. 'All's well .
The article about the Walking Horses shipped to
Mongolia was intriguing. I am very curious as to
what their fate was. Rough climate.” Nancy
Bergman, Whitehall, Wisconsin

IHWHA Membership Application
NAME(S) ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE OR PROVINCE _____________________________________________________
ZIP CODE _____________________________________________________________________
COUNTRY, IF OTHER THAN US OR CANADA _____________________________________
TELEPHONE ___________________________________________________________________
EMAIL ________________________________________________________________________
Enclosed is my check or money order for:
$ 40 Family Membership (Husband, Wife, one child under 18)
$ 25 Annual Adult Membership (18 years or older)
$ 350 Lifetime Membership (18 years or older)
______________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

______________________________
DATE OF APPLICATION

SEND APPLICATION TO: IHWHA, PO BOX 267, Whitehall, WI 54773-0267

Readers seem to be enjoying the stories of every
day people and their horses so we thought we’d
share a publication dedicated to Tennessee
Walking Horses that are not show oriented:

Canadian Walking Horse News, is published bimonthly by Marjorie Lacy of Alberta, Canada. The
magazine is dedicated to the plain shod horse in
Canada and features articles by the Heritage
Society’s Franne Brandon on the history of the
Walking Horse breed.
Website: www.walkinghorsenews.ca

HOW TO SUBMIT MATERIAL TO
HIGHLIGHTS
By Franne Brandon, Petersburg, Tennessee
Do you enjoy reading the articles in Heritage
Highlights and sometimes wish that you could
share your own adventures, experiences, or
knowledge with the readership?
You can! Heritage Highlights encourages all
articles, long, short, or of moderate length, about
all aspects of the Heritage Horse world.
Submissions can be sent via email messages or
in Word format as email attachments. Grammar
is not a major issue because we have a copy
editor (C'est moi!) who reads each article before
the layout editor works her magic touch.
Highlights welcomes all photo submissions that
accompany an article.
Photographs tell the story in many cases, and
because we are a non-print publication, we do
not have the photographic limits of a magazine.
It is best to send all photographs separately from
the text, as downloadable email attachments,
with each shot accompanied by a clear caption.
This works out best from the layout perspective.
The Heritage Highlights staff looks forward to
hearing from more of the readership in future
issues.

CONTACT US:

Advertising in Highlights:
If anyone would like to place a classified ad in
Highlights, our set up fee is $10 for photos
and text.
Also, if you purchase a Heritage Horse from
someone who already has a certificate for the
horse and you would like the certificate in
your name, we can print a new certificate and
mail it for a $5.00 fee to cover the certificate,
mailer and postage.

You can find us on Facebook!!

Franne & Harry Brandon, Petersburg, TN
(931) 276-2232
Email: handfbrandon@united.net
Sandra van den Hof, Hechtel, Belgium
+32 (0) 11 666 158
Email: sandra@pleasuregaits.com
Leon & Mary Lou Oliver, Cornersville, TN
(931) 293-4156

Billy & Mary Taylor, Winchester, TN
(931) 967-9621
Email: confederatehills@gmail.com
Diane Sczepanski, Whitehall, WI
(715) 538-2494
Email: northern_foundations@yahoo.com

The Heritage Society does not endorse any
trainer, style of natural training, or tack and
horse equipment, to the exclusion of others, as
each horse is an individual and not all will
respond positively to a particular trainer or
training style. Articles published by the
Society, which include such endorsements,
reflect the view of the author, but not
necessarily that of the Society.

